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As you browse through our catalogue, you will
discover page after page of beautiful design options
to suit a broad range of homes and tastes. Whether
you live in a modern town house, a traditional
suburban home or a country cottage, you’ll find a
host of stunning styles designed to enhance your
home with its own unique personality.
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4mm
toughened
or 6.4mm
laminated
safety face
glass

toughened
backing glass

•

Coloured Toplights
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Decorative glass has been used through the ages to imbue windows and
doors with beauty, style and elegance. This ancient yet timeless craft has
enjoyed a revival over the last 20 years as modern home owners have
discovered its ability to add character, charm and originality to their PVC
doors and windows.

•

lead overlay
applied to rear of
face glass
colour film applied
to rear of face glass

Trailing Bays
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lead overlay
applied to
face glass

•
•

Fusion Elements
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glass bevel
bonded to
face glass

•
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Harnessing leading-edge
technology with traditional
craftwork

French Doors
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Doors - Fusion
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As leaders in the decorative glass market,
RegaLead has been at the forefront of innovative
design and superior craftsmanship for the last
25 years. All the designs in this catalogue are
manufactured using a decorative glass technique
known as ‘Overlay’, a method whereby all the
materials are applied to the outer leaf of the
insulated glass unit.

This creates a truly modern version of leaded glass,
which features greater strength and thermal
insulation qualities than traditional stained glass.
The end result - high performance decorative
glass that retains the vibrancy, depth and timeless
beauty of traditional stained glass.
The Overlay materials are rigorously tested to prove
their suitability for use in modern windows and
doors in all climatic conditions from the cold of the
Russian winter to the heat of the Australian summer.
These materials have proven themselves over
25 years of use in the decorative glass market
worldwide to produce outstanding performance
and durability. And with a 10 year warranty, you
can be confident of enjoying your decorative glass
for the lifetime of your windows.

Design Options
Explore our extensive portfolio of designs, ranging from traditional motifs with timeless appeal, to contemporary styles
which make a remarkably modern design statement. Let yourself go, get creative and discover the design style that reflects
your personality with flair and imagination. Our stunning ranges of decorative glass fall into three distinct categories:

Colour Designs

Bevelled Glass

Fusion Elements

Using a beautiful combination
of lead profiles and coloured
glass effect films, we can create
designs that will infuse your home
with a palette of delicate colour.
Create a charming focus in your
conservatory or add your own
distinctive character to your
doors and windows.

Our elegant range incorporates
5mm glass multi-faceted pieces,
clusters and shapes which refract
and reflect light to create a
constant interplay of movement.
Choose from clear or coloured
bevelled glass designs to create
windows and doors of distinction.

Traditional stained glass meets
modern design in this modern
twist. These glass elements are
handmade by fusing molten
coloured glass together, creating
an eye-catching feature. With an
extensive spectrum of sumptuous
colours to choose from, we can
create designs to suit your style.

New for Old

Bespoke Designs
If it’s possible, we’ll do it. Each design
in this catalogue can be customised
with a range of coloured lead profiles,
a wide selection of coloured effect
films and fused glass tiles. Due to the
supremely flexible manufacturing
systems we employ, it is also possible
to alter the sizes of most designs to
create a perfect match with your
windows and doors. Our designers
use specialised software to ensure that
each design is perfectly proportioned
before the manufacturing process of
your bespoke design takes place.

Over the years, many customers have asked us to replace
original lead lights with modern ‘overlay’ designs. Working
with sensitivity and incredible skill, our craftsmen have the
ability to restore your original window to its former glory.
With an extensive range of colours, textures and glass
shapes at our disposal, we can create identical overlays to
blend harmoniously with your existing stained glass windows
or to create accurate replacements.
Glass photography copyright © RegaLead Ltd

FC 2

FC 1

Coloured Toplights
The height of understated elegance. Inspired by nature, these beautiful toplights
can be used to great effect to enhance your conservatory or windows. Choose
from an attractive array of floral or traditional motifs to imbue your windows with a
subtle, yet striking refinement.

FC 3

FC 4
FC 6

Each design is delicately traced with refined lead work to draw the eye and create
a charming focal point within your home.

FC 5

Image courtesy of
Ultraframe UK Ltd

FP 1

FC 8

FC 7

Pre-Printed Designs
A selection of attractive pre-printed
175mm circular floral designs that
can be simply and effectively

FP 3

FP 2

FC 10

FC 13

FC 12

FC 11

FC 9

incorporated within a leaded circle.

Glass photography copyright © RegaLead Ltd
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FC 22

FC 18
FC 20

FC 21

FC 17
FC 19

FC 16

FC 15

FC 14

Coloured
Toplights

Glass designs shown as 350 x 520mm

FN 4
FN 6

FN 3

FN 8

FN 5

FN 10

FN 7

FN 12

FN 9
FN 11

FN 2

FN 1

Neutrals

Subtle and minimalist. Select from an attractive range of
textured glass effect designs to introduce an air of delicate
elegance to your conservatory or window toplights.

Glass photography copyright © RegaLead Ltd
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FB 2

FB 1

Simple Bevel Designs
Effortlessly elegant. The pure clarity of these simple bevel designs has been created to
catch and reflect the light from their multifaceted surfaces. Each beautifully designed
piece or cluster, is attractively finished with delicate leadwork.

Image courtesy of KLG Amazing Glazing Ltd
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FB 3

FB 4

FB 5

FB 6

Light reflecting and easy to clean, this range will complement both town and country
houses with timeless style and simplicity.

FB 12
FB 16

FB 13

FB 11
FB 15

FB 17

FB 10
FB 14

FB 9

FB 8

FB 7

Image courtesy of Dekko Window Systems

Glass photography copyright © RegaLead Ltd
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FB 19

FB 18

Ornate Bevel Designs
This stunning range of intricately faceted bevel designs offer the ultimate in light
reflecting brilliance. Traditional and elegant motifs are encapsulated in leadwork to
create an alluring ambience in your conservatory, sitting room or hallway.

5

Glass photography copyright © RegaLead Ltd

FB 20

FB 21

FB 22

FB 23

Wherever you choose to enjoy these ornate bevels, your home will shimmer and
sparkle with the reflected sunlight from their multifaceted surfaces.

FB 27

FB 26

FB 25

FB 24
Shown in Green. Also available in Blue, Bronze and Grey.

Shown in Grey. Also available in Blue, Bronze and Green.

Shown in Bronze. Also available in Blue, Green and Grey.

FB 34

FB 33

FB 31

FB 32

FB 30

FB 29

FB 28

Image courtesy of Ultraframe UK Ltd

Shown in Blue. Also available in Bronze, Green and Grey.
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FB 37

FB 38

FB 43

FB 44

FB 36

FB 35

Ornate Bevel Designs

with colour

This palette of sumptuous hues reflects the sunlight to create a rainbow of colour
within your home. Coordinate the multifaceted bevels with a harmonising border or
colour to add a vibrant dash of originality to your bay window.
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FB 39

FB 40

FB 41

FB 42

Size restrictions may apply.

FJ 3
FJ 6

FJ 4

FJ 2
FJ 5

FJ 1

Jewels
The ultimate in opulent window adornment.
Each richly coloured cast glass jewel is hand
polished ensuring the design of your choice
will capture and reflect every nuance of the
changing light. We offer 6 coloured options
in addition to the clear jewel.

Clear

Aquamarine

Amethyst

Blue

Green
FJ 7

Amber

Red
Glass designs shown as 350 x 520mm

Glass photography copyright © RegaLead Ltd
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FF 2

FF 1
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Glass designs shown as 350 x 520mm

FF 3

FF 4

FF 5

FF 6
FF 8

These bonded and craftsman produced fused glass tiles combine the timeless appeal of
leaded glass with a modern twist. Choose the Fusion tile colour of your choice and even
add coloured glass effects to create a unique and contemporary accent to any window.

FF 7

Fusion Designs

Glass photography copyright © RegaLead Ltd
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FF 13

FF 12

FF 11

FF 17

FF 14

FF 10

FF 16

FF 18

FF 9

FF 15

TB 1

Trailing
Bay Sets
Celebrate the sweeping elegance
of your bay window with an eye
catching, traditionally conceived
decorative theme. With a wealth of
choice, you can tailor your trailing
motif to integrate the decorative
window designs of your choice.
Incorporate elegant bevels, stunning
fusion tiles, understated neutrals or
add a splash of vibrancy when you
choose from our extensive spectrum
of coloured motifs.

TB 2

Designs can be altered for 4, 5 or 6 part
bay windows.
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TB 3
TB 4
TB 5
Glass designs shown as 350 x 520mm

Glass photography copyright © RegaLead Ltd
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